
                Year 5 Spring Term Knowledge Organiser  

Rainforest  Vocabulary 

Continent sunlight flora predator Deforestation 

equator photosynthesis fauna prey nutrients 

tropic Emergent layer Nocturnal Carbon dioxide Palm oil 

temperate Canopy layer camouflage oxygen cattle 

climate Understory layer mimicry transpiration endangered 

rainfall Forest Floor layer ecosystem recycled extinction 

temperature habitat shade Global warming medicines 

KEY QUESTION: What is the human impact on the Rainforests? 

Climate 

Because South America is such a huge continent, the climate can 

vary dramatically. While most areas are tropical, in higher areas the       

temperature can drop well below freezing. 

Most areas receive plenty of rain. However in some regions, very 

little rain falls. In fact, Arica (in Chile) is the driest city on the planet 

getting less than 1mm of rain per year. 

The Countries of South America 

This map shows the different biome regions across South 

America. The positions of the main physical features are 

also shown. 

These are the main physical features located in South 

America. 



Activities to complete at home 

1. Create a rainforest in a shoebox: Choose different materials to make different                                                 

plant and animal features of the rainforest.  

2. Imagine you an explorer. Write a diary or create a blog to describe your experiences as you travel through 

the rainforest. 

3. Get creative!! Draw, paint or make a model of animals that live in the rainforest.  

4. Bake your own rainforest themed biscuits.  They could be tree, flower or animal shaped.  Write your  recipe 

for someone to follow!  

5. Choose a country in South America and create a fact-file. You could include info about its capital city, flag,       

currency, landmarks as well as describing  the climate and famous people who have come form the country. 

Rainforests are extremely important. They give 

us oxygen, absorb carbon dioxide and are 

home to over 50% of the animal and plant spe-

cies on the planet. Many medicines are made 

from the plants that grow there.  

Deforestation 

Unfortunately, the rainforests are being   de-

stroyed. This is happening so fast that an area 

the size of one football pitches being destroyed 

every minute. At this rate, it will take less than 

100 years to destroy all the rainforests on 

Earth. Animals and plants will become extinct 

and the affect on our climate will be devas-

tating. 

 

 

 

 

WE MUST ACT TO STOP THIS NOW! 


